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Creator (m/f/x) wanted

Startup
Automated Material
Handling Systems
Dresden

Automated material handling systems are our passion. We generate the
digital twin for all types of automated transport systems, whether railguided or free-moving, on the ceiling or on the floor. Our software offers a
continuous workflow from planning to the daily operation of an AMHS with
live visualization, analysis, adaptation and simulation. With this we support
high-tech manufacturing companies to improve efficiency and robustness of
their production.
Shape the future

Permanent

We have many challenging and exciting tasks. You can immediately start a
project or dedicate yourself to a part of our product - or both.

Full-time
Fullstack Developer

You enjoy designing or programing GUIs? The backend is your world? You are
developing simulations? Software architecture is your thing? If you agreed
to at least one of the questions, we have the right job for you! With us
everyone finds a job that suits them and is fun.
Therefore, it is not an issue for us if you want to do something different. Your
personal development is not only supported, but explicitly requested!
Learning by doing is our onboarding philosophy. And if you get stuck,
everyone in the team will be happy to help you.
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What is your creative leeway?
Our office is in a central location. You will find a modern and ergonomically
designed workplace that you can customize yourself. So you can choose your
hardware yourself and also get a monthly budget at your disposal. Free
drinks and snacks are just as natural as regular coaching and health
measures.
If you are traveling a lot, we will provide you with a business phone and
promote your mobility with a job ticket, company bike or company car according to your needs and wishes.
It is important to us that you are comfortable! That's why you get 30 days of
vacation, a subsidy for child care fees and a company pension scheme.
We probably don't need to mention that you can freely organize your working
hours and take home office ☺.
What should you provide?
We don't really care about your degree - even if you don't have one. Your
skills count with us. This should include advanced experience in a modern
programming language (preferably Java, TS or C#), experience in software
design, as well as a basic technical understanding. English is mandatory in
our field of activity and you should at least be able to speak and write
fluently.
We do not maintain hierarchies. An independent and responsible way of
working is therefore essential so you can fully develop your potential with
us.
Contact
If you like to get to know us, please send your application
Martin Erler: jobs@flowlogix.de
or just call if you have any questions: 0151 – 510 889 76
We are looking forward to meeting you.
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